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Interface relaxation in electrophoretic deposition of polymer chains:
Effects of segmental dynamics, molecular weight, and field

Frank W. Bentrem, Jun Xie, and R. B. Pandey
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~Received 3 October 2001; published 4 April 2002!

Using different segmental dynamics and relaxation, characteristics of the interface growth is examined in an
electrophoretic deposition of polymer chains on a three~211!-dimensional discrete lattice with a Monte Carlo
simulation. Incorporation of faster modes such as crankshaft and reptation movements along with the relatively
slow kink-jump dynamics seems crucial in relaxing the interface width. As the continuously released polymer
chains are driven~via segmental movements! and deposited, the interface widthW grows with the number of
time stepst, W}tb, (b;0.4–0.8), which is followed by its saturation to a steady-state valueWs . Stopping
the release of additional chains after saturation while continuing the segmental movements relaxes the satu-
rated width to an equilibrium value (Ws→Wr). Scaling of the relaxed interface widthWr with the driving field
E, Wr}E21/2 remains similar to that of the steady-stateWs width. In contrast to monotonic increase of the
steady-state widthWs , the relaxed interface widthWr is found to decay~possibly as a stretched exponential!
with the molecular weight.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.041606 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Ct, 61.41.1e, 81.15.Pq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The deposition process@1,2# is one of the common meth
ods used for growing and designing composites, polym
materials, interfaces, and surface coating@3#. As the polymer
chains are driven toward an impenetrable substrate/wall,
polymer density at the substrate grows and the interface
velops @4–6#. A number of parameters~e.g., temperature
pressure/field, and molecular weight of polymer! and pro-
cesses~e.g., rate of polymer release, segmental dynam
relaxation, etc.! affect the growth of the polymer density an
its interface. Recently, we examined the growth of the int
face, its scaling, and roughness in an electrophoretic dep
tion model on a discrete lattice using kink-jump segmen
dynamics@4# and by including reptation@5,6#. We have ob-
served many interesting scaling behaviors of the interf
width in these continuous deposition processes where
polymer chains are released at a constant rate throughou
computer simulation.

As the polymer chains deposit, the polymer dens
spreads from the substrate toward the source of the poly
chains, and the interface width grows. Even in such a c
tinuous deposition process, the interface widthW reaches a
steady-state~saturated! value (Ws) after an appropriate
growth period. The steady-state widthWs exhibits interesting
scaling with temperature, field, and molecular weight lead
to roughening and deroughening@4–6#.

In this paper we examine the characteristics of the den
profile and the interface width as we relax the system~which
includes the polymer bulk and interface!. Recently, relax-
ations of polymer surfaces haave been studied qualitati
@7,8#. Characteristic surface relaxation timest for some poly-
mer materials have been measured by experiment@9–11#.
One approach to achieve such a relaxation in simulation
to stop injecting new polymer chains after an appropri
amount of polymer chains are in the system but continue
allow segmental motion of the chains. TemperatureT, field
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E, and molecular weightLc play important roles in relaxing
the interface width; here we restrict the analysis to the effe
of field and molecular weight. We also probe the relaxat
by examining the effects of incorporating the faster modes
movements such as crankshaft and reptation along with
relatively slow kink-jump segmental dynamics@12#. In the
next section we briefly describe the model followed by
sults and discussion, and finally, a summary/conclusion.

II. MODEL

We briefly describe the model to point out the differenc
between the simulation procedure adopted here for segm
tal dynamics and relaxation and our previous studies@4–6#.
We consider a discrete lattice of sizeLx3L3L with a large
aspect ratioLx /L. Typically, Lx5100–200,L540, 60. Poly-
mer chains each of lengthLc , generated as the trail of
random walk ofLc steps along the lattice with exclude
volume constraints, are released from thex51 end of the
sample. The lengths used here (L, Lx , Lc) are in units of the
lattice constants. An external fieldE drives the chains from
the source nearx51 toward the substrate~impenetrable
wall! at x5Lx . The field couples with the change in energ
EDx, whereDx is the displacement of the chain node alo
x direction. In addition to excluded volume, there is
nearest-neighbor polymer-polymer repulsive and polym
wall attractive interaction. Chains are released at a cons
rate and moved with the Metropolis algorithm@13# using
segmental dynamics such as kink-jump, crankshaft@14#, or
slithering snake~reptation! or some combination@12#. At-
tempts to move each chain node once is defined as
Monte Carlo step~MCS!. The simulation is performed for a
relatively large number of time steps and for a sufficie
number of independent samples to obtain a reliable estim
of averaged physical quantities.

In our earlier studies@4–6#, polymer chains are release
throughout the simulation. In this study, chains are relea
with a constant rate for a sufficiently long time~typically
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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about three-fourths of the entire simulation time! before
stopping the release of new chains into the system.
simulation is then continued to allow chains~already re-
leased into the system! to deposit and relax. As discusse
below, the relaxation makes a significant difference in ch
acteristics of the interface.

III. RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 show the variation of the interface wid
with the number of time steps for kink-jump~K! ~Fig. 1! and
kink-jump and crankshaft~KC! ~Fig. 2! segmental dynamics
for different driving fields. Data with both segmental mov
ments are generated by~i! depositing chains for about three
fourths of the entire simulation steps as mentioned above

FIG. 1. W ~in units of the lattice constant! vs time stepst ~MCS!
with K segmental dynamics for different fields with 10–20 indepe
dent samples.

FIG. 2. W ~in units of the lattice constant! vs time stepst ~MCS!
with KC segmental dynamics for different fields with 10–20 ind
pendent samples.
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~ii ! relaxing chains already in the system~polymer bulk and
the interface width! for the last one-fourth of the time step
without adding new chains. We see a rapid growth of
interface widthW initially ~time stept<103) particularly at
higher fields before reaching a steady state value (Ws). At
the time step,t57.53104, when the injection of new chain
stops, the interface width decays rapidly and attains a c
stant relaxed value (Wr). At low fields (E50.07), it takes
longer for the interface to both grow and decay.

Although the general features of growth and decay of
interface width with K and KC movements appear simil
there are clear differences in the relaxation. Obviously, i
faster for the chains and the interface width to relax with
KC dynamics than with the K move alone. At low field (E
50.07), the interface width is not completely relaxed~ap-
proach a constant value! with K dynamics by the end of the
simulation run. In fact, a complete relaxation even at hig
values of field (E>0.6) within the time of simulation with
the K dynamics is questionable. Figure 3 shows the deca
the interface width from steady-state to equilibrium with t
K dynamics during the relaxation period. One can identify
exponential decay

W2Wr;e2(t2t0 /t),

wheret0 is the time for stopping the release of chains, ant
is the characteristic relaxation time for the interface~deter-
mined by the slope!.

Initial interface growthW}tb, (b;0.3–1! has been stud-
ied in detail@4,5# and values of the growth exponentb are
nearly the same with both K and KC dynamics. It is cle
though, that the relaxation of the interface width is mu
faster with the KC dynamics. However, it is because of

-
FIG. 3. Decay ofW ~in units of the lattice constant! at E

50.4, T51 with K segmental dynamics on a semilog plot. Th
range of theY axis (W2Wr) lies between 0.4 and 1.8 and has un
of the lattice constant. The slope of the fit is provided in the lege
Statistics are the same as for Fig. 1.
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slow relaxation of the interface width with the K dynami
that we are able to comment on the exponential decay of
interface width here.

Since the relaxations of chains and the interface are
different between the K and KC dynamics, the major qu
tion remains, which dynamics is appropriate? In our opini
it depends on the situation. If one looks for the well-behav
relaxed or steady-state properties such as the interface w
KC dynamics would be preferable over the K movement
chains. Nevertheless, it is important to understand the de
of results arising from different dynamics. Let us look at t
density profile of polymer with the K motion presented
Fig. 4. We immediately note the difference in density profi
at low (E,0.6) and high (E>0.6) fields. At low field, the
polymer density remains low (→0) from the source end~the
region for releasing new chains! and increases monotonicall
toward the substrate. On the other hand, at high field the
a large density toward the source end indicating a build
~accumulation! of polymer chains before they reach the bu
region growing from the substrate. Such a clogging restr
the deposition of polymer chains and the growth becom
independent of the rate of polymer release~i.e., dynamics-
limited deposition!. Clogging occurs due to slow motion o
chains with the K dynamics alone. Thus, care must be e
cised in analyzing the interface growth, decay, and its sca
to field at low and high fields where deposition rates dif
substantially.

With the KC dynamics, there is no clogging at these v
ues of field (E<2.0) and the interface width relaxes ve
well within our simulation time. Variation of the relaxed in
terface widthWr with the field is presented in Fig. 5. We se
that the interface width (Wr) decays with the field with a
power lawWr}E21/2. Note that the nature of decay of th
relaxed interface widthWr with the field remains similar to
that of the saturated widthWs in steady state. Such a deca
ing trend of the interface width with the field is also observ
with the K alone in the low-field regime (E,0.6). We have

FIG. 4. Polymer densityD ~fraction of occupied sites! vs x ~in
units of the lattice constant! with the K dynamics for different
fields.
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also studied the dependence of the interface width (Wr) on
the molecular weightLc and find a monotonic decrease
shown in Fig. 6. Note the contrast, while the relaxed wid
Wr decays with the molecular weight, the saturated stea
state widthWs increases. In the steady-state growth, polym
chains are continuously deposited. As a result the incom
chains at the surface are not relaxed. The contribution
unrelaxed chains at the growing surface to the interf
width is dominant over the relaxed chains, since the con
mation of incoming chains are relatively stretched out alo
the direction of the field.

We have also examined the effect of incorporating
slithering-snake~reptation! motion to kink-jump and crank-

FIG. 5. Interface width (Ws andWr in units of the lattice con-
stant! vs field E ~in arbitrary units! with KC segmental dynamics
Statistics are the same as for Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. Interface width (Ws andWr) vs Lc with KC and KCR
segmental dynamics.Ws , Wr , and Lc are in units of the lattice
constant. Statistics are the same as for Fig. 1.
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shaft dynamics~KCR!. The relaxation of the interface widt
is relatively faster with the KCR than with KC and K se
mental movements. However, the qualitative nature of
variation of the relaxed interface widthWr with the molecu-
lar weightLc is similar to that with KC dynamics~see Fig. 6!
with somewhat higher magnitude of the widths. It is wor
pointing out the difference in the interface widths with K
and KCR segmental dynamics. While the difference in
steady-state widthWs increases with the molecular weigh
the difference in relaxed interface widthWr decreases. At
high molecular weights, it is rather difficult to distinguish th
relaxed interface widths. The larger difference in steady-s
and relaxed interface width (Ws2Wr) between KC and
KCR dynamics suggests that the magnitude ofWs is domi-
nated by the elongation of polymer chains~along the field
direction! which is larger with the KCR semental motion
Figure 7 shows the variation of the relaxed interface wi
Wr with the molecular weight for two different fields wit
the KCR segmental dynamics. We see that the qualita
nature of the variation remain similar at these fields. De

FIG. 7. Interface width (Wr) vs Lc with KCR segmental dynam
ics atE50.4, 0.5, andT51. Wr andLc are in units of the lattice
constant. Statistics are the same as for Fig. 1.
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of the interface width (Wr) with the molecular weight ap-
pears to be stretched exponential. With the KCR dynam
we have also observed a power-law decay of the interf
width (Wr) with the field similar to Fig. 5 with the KC
dynamics. As expected, the interface width is relatively w
relaxed with the KC dynamics, and adding reptation e
hances the relaxtion further.

IV. CONCLUSION

A computer simulation study was presented to investig
the effect of segmental dynamics on the growth and de
~relaxation! of the interface width for an electrophoret
deposition model for polymer chains. The results for the
pendence of the relaxed interface width (Wr) on the molecu-
lar weight are quite different from that of the steady-sta
interface width (Ws) reported in previous studies@4,5# where
polymer chains were continuously deposited throughout
simulation. In contrast to an increase of the steady-s
width Ws , the relaxed widthWr decays with the molecula
weight. The power-law decay of the relaxed width with t
field (Wr}E21/2) remains the same as that of the stead
state width (Ws).

The relaxation of the width after stopping the addition
more polymer chains to the system depends on the segm
dynamics. For example, with the kink-jump dynamics alon
it is very difficult to reach relaxed interface width within
reasonable simulation time at low fields (E<0.07). On the
other hand, clogging occurs around the entrance area
polymer injection at high fields (E>0.6), which reduces the
rate of polymer deposition on the substrate. Thus, the sca
of the interface width at high fields should be different fro
those at low to moderate field values. Inclusion of cranksh
motion leads to faster growth and interface relaxation at
field values we studied. Adding large scale segmental
namics~reptation! enhances the interface relaxation and
duces the magnitude of the relaxed interface width. The s
ing of the interface width with the field and molecular weig
is qualitative similar.
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